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TESTIMONIALS
The world is global and so is our community.
So how do you communicate with them?
Conferences, meetings, they are all passe!
Welcome to the world of the Virtual Summit where
you bring together key influencers and innovators to
address and inspire your global audience from the
comfort of their home or office. If you are thinking,
“I love the idea but how do I get started?”, this
book is custom crafted for you. A step by step
template for your team to follow and achieve the
intended outcome. This playbook was built by
Pravin and Krux after organizing several summits
starting with their own. All the learnings from each
subsequent summit have made it back to the book
and it keeps getting better like fine wine.

From Ravi Venkataramani of
Exeter PreMedia and co-host of
www.publisherspeak.com virtual summit.
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TESTIMONIALS
KelpHR is a leader in Preventing Sexual
Harassment and creating Diverse and inclusive
workplaces. With over 400 clients, we wanted
to provide valuable learning to them and a large
number of HR professionals. So, we organized
the Online Diversity Summit which increased our
reach and helped in getting the right message out –
that of creating diverse and inclusive workplaces.
The summit helped us to establish as a thought
leader and expand the reach. Our summit was
ideated and executed to perfection along with
Pravin and KP from Krux108. We recommend
CEOs to explore the world of Virtual Summits.
This book will assist you by providing a step by
step process. Have fun with your summit.

From Viji Hari of KelpHR
and host of www.OnlineDiversitySummit.com
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PRODUCED BY:

KRUX108
Krux108 is a boutique Outlier Marketing
entity. The focus is on the unconventional
and non-traditional. Krux108 helps growth
stage companies reignite their marketing
teams and create new sources of revenue.
Creativity lies at the heart of everything
Krux108 is involved in. A card game to
teach marketing basics, a video single
to promote a book, a book which is a
compilation of “Rejection” letters, a music
album for meditating marketers!
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INTRODUCTION
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1.1

WHAT IS A VIRTUAL
SUMMIT?

A virtual summit is an online conference that has a
series of expert interviews and discussions focused
on a niche.
The content of the summit is carefully curated, and
the relevant experts invited to participate in video
interviews. You or a representative of your company
interviews these experts. These interviews/discussions
are put together professionally and presented over the
course of 2 to 4 days. You invite your clients, prospects
and key connections to register and spread the word.
Such virtual summits are generally free to attend on
the days of the summit. There is a small fee for lifetime
access beyond that.
Yes, a slew of such summits has hit us in these times.
Some are well made, while some are held just for the
sake of it. It is important however, to appreciate each
one of them, as the organizers have made an attempt
and taken that first step.
Check out the Global Referral Summit or KelpHR’s
Online Diversity Summit as examples of successful
virtual summits.
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This book contains all the essential information
you’ll need to conceptualise & organize a
power-packed virtual summit. A few templates and
formats have been included in this book for your benefit.
For more information, templates and ideas, write
to us at pravin@krux108.com or visit our website
www.krux108.com
Also watch our micro-videos on virtual summits on our
YouTube page: http://tiny.cc/VirtualSummitVideos
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1.2

WHY SHOULD I BE INTERESTED
IN ORGANIZING A VIRTUAL
SUMMIT?

WHY? That all-important question. Why does one
do anything? There has to be a clear purpose and a
return on investment.
What’s your purpose? What do you want to achieve
through your virtual summit?
Speakers organize virtual summits to connect with
experts in their niche, thereby establishing their
brand. Companies pick a topical theme and organize
a summit to increase their visibility and strengthen
their profile.
Some others do it to increase their reach, increase their
subscriber base and reach out to a wider audience.
Enhancing knowledge, networking, credibility and
reach beyond certain geographies: all are perfectly
valid reasons to organize your very own virtual summit.
Pravin Shekar, one of the authors of this book, does
it, as he can interview experts and increase his
know-how. He shares his learnings with his clients
(as a “thank you” gesture) and with his subscriber
base (as a value addition to them) through a video.
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Today, it is all about relevant content marketing,
with video being the foremost medium for outreach
or communication. If you’re not providing specific
answers to the topical problems of the day in your focus
area, you’re missing out on a precious opportunity to
add value and build trust.
Remember, value and trust are the bedrock you are
strengthening. Today.
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1.3 THE FIRST STEPS
You have answered the WHY. Now, time to clarify
the WHO.
WHO are you and what do you want to achieve?
Are you doing it to establish your credibility with your
clients - current and future?
Write it down, quantifying your objective or goal to the
extent possible. For instance, you could say, “I want to
increase my reach by 1000 followers!”
WHO is this summit for?
Is it a B2B or a B2C summit? Which designation and
which industry are you targeting?
Work out your viewer profile as sharply as you can,
as that is key for the success of your virtual summit.
Who do you want as your key audience? Make a list
of profiles and prioritize.
What is their pain point? What is their need? What is
their want?
How can you address that need and answer their
questions through a virtual summit?
It seems to be a simple question. But sit down, bring
your team in and figure out the WHO and the WHY.
Sleep over it and refine your answers.
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1.4

WHAT SHOULD MY
THEME BE? PART ONE

Who do you want as your key audience?
What does your viewer persona want to know about?
Which of their pain points are your addressing?
What’s your area of expertise (or which area are you
building your expertise in?)
Let’s say, you are a professional speaker, and you
speak on Personal Branding. Your target audience is
the C-suite of mid-sized companies based in Indian
metro cities. Notice the specificity of the niche and the
target audience. Is your viewer persona that sharp?
Here, a summit on Personal Branding is a straight
fit. The target segment is clear, the need is clear
and therefore, a summit with international experts
in Personal Branding and Culture will provide a
lot of relevant ideas and answers to your target
segment. This will definitely be useful to your clients
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and prospects. The summit will provide you a larger
subscriber base, enhanced visibility and credibility,
and a source for lead generation.
So, start at the core of your area of expertise. Work
around it to arrive at your summit theme.
More details on theme-selection follow in Section 2.1.
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1.5

WHAT’S THE ROI FROM
VIRTUAL SUMMITS?

Fair question. Start with the end in mind.
Let’s look at the so-called ‘softer’ benefits: increased
visibility, credibility, reach.
You will ask, “What’s measurable in these?”
OK, here are some quantitative aspects for your ROI:
• The number of subscribers you attract/gain.
• T
 he number of content snippets you will have. You
can fill a whole year of your social media upload
calendar.
• L
 et’s say you conduct a virtual summit with 10 expert
interviews of 30 minutes each.
• Y
 ou’ll therefore have 10 full videos & 10 podcasts
to share.
• E
 ach of these interviews will be planned in such a
way that you can cull out snippets of 2-3 minutes
each. So, you are looking at a minimum of 60 usable
video and audio snippets.
• A
 nd then, you have the transcripts of the interviews.
These will become blog posts, infographics, an
e-book comprising key learnings, a full book of all the
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interviews, tweets for a year with the comments…
there is so much you can generate from a single
summit!
• A
ll of which is measurable, trackable and
demonstrable for your ROI.
Do it right one time. Milk it for a lifetime…
well, almost.
If you still have questions about the ROI, write to us at
pravin@krux108.com .
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FINALIZING THEME
AND EXPERTS

2
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2.1

WHAT SHOULD MY
THEME BE? PART TWO

So far, we’ve covered the basics of a virtual summit.
This section focuses on finalizing the theme and the
experts for your summit.

The first set of questions are:
1. What’s my topic? What am I known for? What do I
want to be known for?
2. From a “longlist” of three, I need to narrow it down
to one with the following five questions:
2.1 Is it unique (and not a generic topic)?
2.2 Is it wisely niche?
2.3 Is there a need for this theme in the target
segment for which I am conducting this summit?
2.4 Who else organizes summits in a similar vein?
How will mine be different?
2.5 What’s the value my virtual summit will bring my
target segment?
2.6 W
 ith this summit, what specific problem do I
want to solve?
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3. With that, you finalize your theme.
Pro tip: After you arrive at a shortlist of potential
themes, it’s a great idea to run it past a few trusted
clients. See which theme resonates the most with
the maximum number of clients in your sample (i.e.,
which theme they find the maximum value in). That’s
the theme of your summit!
Examples:
Global Referral Summit by Pravin Shekar, Karutha
Pandian and team focuses on Referral, Word-ofmouth and Buzz Marketing.
Online Diversity Summit by Viji Hari focuses on
Diversity and Inclusion.
World Gratitude Summit by Sha Nacino focuses on
the attitude of gratitude.
Publisherspeak by Ravi Venkataramani, powered
by Kriyadocs, focuses on the processes, people and
technology in the publishing industry.
International Speakers Summit by our mentor
James Taylor, focuses on professional speakers.
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Some of the analytical tools you can use to validate
your topic are:
• B
 uzzSumo: Shows the trending “most searched”
topics and articles.
• G
 oogle Trends: Get instant traffic details for a
particular topic.
• B
 randwatch: Analyzes digital conversations and
ranks your topics.
• Q
 uestions that your target audience is asking: Check
some of the questions from attendees in webinars
and other events in your niche.
If you need help in arriving at your niche or theme,
write to us at pravin@krux108.com.
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2.2

HOW DO I IDENTIFY
THE EXPERTS FOR MY
SUMMIT?

You need “Expert Information Disseminators”.
Under your theme/in your niche, find out who are
the people who have authored books, spoken at
conferences and are active on social media, sharing
relevant content. In other words, people who are a
force unto themselves.
The first few speakers at your summit are key for
inviting others. Hence, the first five need to be chosen
effectively. You need to do a research deep-dive and
know a lot about each of these speakers, before you
approach them.
You’re adding credibility to your summit by having
these speakers; they have fans/followers and
significant influence. That is their strength.
Example: Speakers like Bob Burg, Ivan Misner,
Andy Lopata and Kiruba Shankar were some of the
speakers at the Global Referral Summit. They either
knew Pravin Sekhar the organizer, or knew a common
connection through who they gave Pravin a hearing
and then agreed to be a speaker at this summit. After
their interview, each of them connected Pravin with
two other experts in the same field. This was the “go
giver” mantra of Bob Burg and “givers gain” motto of
Ivan Misner, in thought, word and deed!
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When Pravin started sending invitations for the Global
Referral Summit, they were either rejected or ignored.
However, when he included these speakers’ names
in his invite email, he got immediate acceptances
(in less than a day)!
Your homework for the day is to identify the CORE
FIVE speakers for your summit.
If you would like a document on how to find
influencers and experts, click on this link:
www.krux108.com/virtualsummitplaybook
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2.3

WHO ARE INFLUENCERS
& WHY ARE THEY
IMPORTANT TO ME?

You need to focus on inviting not just expert speakers
but also influencers.
These people have built a loyal following over time, by
adding value.
They have provided relevant content consistently to
their audience and built a tribe.
Why are they so special?
Quality of their content: They bring enormous value
to you and the attendees of your summit by sharing
their best content as speakers.
The associated trust: By associated as a trusted
source, simply because the influencer has introduced
you to their audience.
Relationship: You want these influencers to be a
part of your summit and contribute to it. In return, the
summit can provide an opportunity for them to reach
out to a different target segment. For the speakers,
this summit is an investment in the future. And so,
quid pro quo.
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Engagement: It is not about the number of likes, but
about the engagement with and by the audience!
Promotion: When the influencers share the summit
details with their audience, you get your summit in
front of more people thereby rapidly growing your
audience.
We advise you to have at least 2 Rockstar influencers
in a one-day summit and 5 such influencers in a 3-to-5
day summit.
In most cases, the speakers are happy share details
about the event with their subscribers or followers.
Your summit and your brand, therefore, reach a wider
audience.
Go ahead. Find a list of international influencers in
your niche for your virtual summit.
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2.4

WHERE & HOW
CAN I FIND THESE
INFLUENCERS?

Most of what we are saying is common sense, but
when executed with a planned checklist, it leads to a
greater probability of success.
Where do I find influencers for my summit?
1. Don’t forget to surf your personal network.
2. LinkedIn (the best platform to find the right person.
And of course, to ask for introductions from mutual
connections).
3. H
 osts of famous podcasts, other online summits
and conferences.
4. Authors and Association heads in your niche.
5. Bloggers and YouTubers in your niche.
To provide great value to your audience, have a good
mix of authors, professional speakers, entrepreneurs
and influencers.
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Some tools used to find speakers for the Global
Referral Summit are:
i. Search Assistant
ii. InfoMinder
iii. Twitter Analysis
iv. Hunter.io
v. Clearbit
vi. Rocket reach (Domain search)
vii. Voila Norbert
Mix and match and have a checklist with questions
that you can answer for each of the speakers on your
longlist.
Download our thought note on Influencers from
www.krux108.com/virtualsummitplaybook
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2.5

THE SUMMIT WEBSITE
OR LANDING PAGE

Who are you? Which company do you represent?
Is your information consistent across all channels?
Do you have a website for the summit or at least a
landing page with details of the summit, the dates, the
schedule and the targeted audience?
Get that done first, even if it is not a great or perfect
website.
This landing page or summit website is necessary.
The speakers will want to check it; and so, it’s better
to get it ready early on.
It’s ok to use your existing base of connections and
invite a couple of your close contacts to speak at the
summit. You can then put their names, photos and
profiles up on the website. This is to ensure that the
Speakers section is not empty or has that horror of
horrors, “Coming soon”
The site must have information about the summit,
who it is for, what are the key learnings you intend
to share with the audience (key takeaways) and how
each speaker is going to make a difference to the
summit. This is also a good place to thank your team,
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your sponsors and your supporters who are helping
you put this together. It is as much their summit, as it
is yours.
You can mention the theme, the various topics under
it that the summit will cover and the interview modes,
and ask for suggestions from the visitors to the website.
The website should also carry contact details such as
the URL of the organizing company and an e-mail id,
so that speakers or those interested in attending the
summit can get in touch with you.
Remember, the first version of the summit website is
aimed at the speakers and key influencers. They are
your first target audience, even as you invite the rest
of the speakers.
If you have questions about how your summit website/
landing page should look, write to us.
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2.6

HOW CAN I APPROACH
EXPERTS &
INFLUENCERS?

Look at your longlist and ask yourself these questions:
Firstly, do they have values that are similar to yours?
Secondly, how large is their audience? It’s not that
they should have the largest audience, but you do
want them to have some reach. Thirdly, look at the
type of people they are attracting and the level of their
engagement. Is their audience a good fit for the topic
of your summit?
I recommend that you conduct the summit interviews
of the core five experts/speakers at the earliest. From
the interview, you can make trailer snippets and upload
them on the summit website. Some of the speakers
will be happy to share a trailer video that you can use.
This provides a comfort factor for the other invited
speakers, since they know that a few experts have
already committed to participate.
When looking at speakers beyond the Core 5, it is
best to approach them through a warm connection
first. How warm? Well, it can be an email introduction.
Or, it can be a referral, stating clearly that they know
you and so, the intended speaker must be a part of
this summit.
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You can and should ask the Core 5 speakers to refer
you to other experts you can invite.
You then reach out to these experts. Remember, it
has to be a customized email invitation which is crisp
and to the point. The mail should show that you have
invested considerable time researching the speaker
and should mention why you want specifically that
person at this summit. Request 15 minutes of their
time for an exploratory call.
Explain the purpose of the call: to get to know each
other better, to address their queries about you and
your summit, and to narrow down the key topic that
they will talk about. You can ask them about their
books or articles, and also, if they would like to offer
any giveaways to your audience.
Everything isn’t mail, mail, mail. Reach out to them over
Linkedin, FB messenger, Twitter and other channels
also. Include video invitations through BombBomb or
similar applications. Remember, reach out through
their medium of choice.
If you need the checklist used for the summits, write to
him at pravin@krux108.com
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2.7

WHAT IF YOU GET
“NO” IN RESPONSE
TO AN INVITE?

NO means NO.
You receive a “Sorry, not interested” response for one
or more reasons.
They were too busy and already had their priorities
locked for the year. They needed a heads-up of more
than six or seven weeks to find a slot on their calendar.
The topic wasn’t the best fit for them – not what they
want to talk about right now.
Or, they were expecting a speaking fee, which you
weren’t prepared to pay.
But, most importantly, it’s just a no for now, not
forever. We recommend that you thank them for their
response and keep the lines of communication open.
When there is no response to your invitation
Send them a gentle reminder through a different
channel or use a common connection.
Perhaps, they wanted to send you a well-thought-out
response, but never got around to it.
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Follow up until you get a response, but don’t stalk.
Two follow-up connects will suffice, after which you
move them to a lower priority rung and replace them
with other speakers from your shortlist.
This is why the best way to get through to your list
of speakers is to go through a warm connection
- at the very least, in the form of an introduction;
at best, as a recommendation!
Maintain a grid with all the invites and responses (or
the lack of them). Track it to completion, with either a
Yes or a No against each invitee.
The stage is set! Now, let’s talk about interviewing.
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2.8

PARTNERSHIPS AND
SPONSORSHIPS

Just as important to our goal as bringing in great
speakers for our virtual summit, is partnering up with
related (non-competitive) brands who also have an
audience of the same segment.
The best partnerships will be with people who have
values similar to you.
Ideally, you should have the same target audience but
different product offerings so that you can refer people
to each other without competing on the same thing.
Create a long list of 15-20 potential partners.
Criteria for selecting the best fit (partners) to your
summit:
• Are they a good fit for my audience & summit topic?
• Will they attract the right people?
• Will they help my primary goal?
Go back to your spreadsheet of partners and start to
refine your list based on who is most aligned with your
message and will bring you the best ROI.
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Preparing a Partnership Deck:
Started putting together a quick partner deck to make
the summit look more professional and give them more
confidence in the event. The deck is nothing fancy,
just six simple slides that broke down the details of
the event, who’s participating and what partners will
get out of promoting.
What aspects should this deck cover?
• About the Summit
• Target audience of the Summit
• Expected attendees
• Host and other partners of the summit
• Key speakers of the summit
• Values of being a partner/sponsor
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PARTNER- EMAIL INVITATION SAMPLE:
Dear Salma and Vivek,
I am hosting the Global Referral Summit and
am writing to you in this regard.
The Global Referral Summit™ is a free
online summit for today’s Marketers and
entrepreneurs; those who want to launch,
build and develop a successful Referral /
Word of Mouth platform.
It would be great to have SUC as a partner here
as I believe the content is of utmost relevance
to entrepreneurs. Please have a look and let me
know in this regard.
Why will this be of relevance to our SUC
members?
1. Tips on how to win more relevant sales
through referrals
2. How to reach out to their target audience:
readers, partners, associations - how to do that?
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3. More specifically, they need to find out the
influencers in their target sector. Marketers
need to reach a group of experts/bloggers/
digital-natives who have significant potential
to influence their following; for initial
feedback, building their launch team and as
customers and partners!
4. For research and sales, key opinion leaders
and CEOs need to be researched. How can
you cut through to the decision maker?
5. How to build a community in your focus area
6. Getting testimonials & leveraging that power
7. All the speakers in the summit are talking
about their book - and also recommending
a few authors who have impacted them
positively.
8. WHAT’S YOUR BUZZ (personal and
corporate)? How do you create the buzz?
How to make your brand referrable? Stay
Top of mind?
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Answers to the points above can be found
at the Referral summit.
It is virtual and it is free.
Social Commitment: The Global Referral
Summit intends to create awareness and raise
funds for the Jeevan Foundation, a not-forprofit organization. “Blood Cancer is Curable”:
that’s the mission of Jeevan, which enables
quick and affordable access to match stem
cells to those with Thalassemia, blood cancer
and curable blood disorders.
Also, I have attached the topics and Speakers
at the summit for your reference.
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Partner On-boarding:
• Steps to on-board a partner:
• G
 et the Partner agreement signed based on the
terms discussed
• Thank you email
• Inclusion of partner logo in the newsletters and
promotional collaterals
• 30-second promotional video
• Partner email templates and promotional contents.
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INTERVIEWING

3
What’s required and how to go about it?
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3.1

THE BASIC SETUP FOR
VIRTUAL SUMMIT
INTERVIEWS

1. A virtual summit is a visual connection, first. It
needs to look good for people to continue watching.
You need to ensure that the laptop camera works
well, and that you shoot at the highest resolution
possible. Try out an external camera also, and
check if that works better.
2. C
 heck the lighting. It should be even and should
highlight your face well. You need to look straight
into the camera and not anywhere else. This
takes a bit of practice but is necessary. You need
to engage the audience, and that is best done by
looking directly at them, not to the side or above or
below the camera!
3. What’s your backdrop? A green screen is great; else,
a plain backdrop works well. But shoot indoors, please!
4. T
 he audio has to be top quality because you will
release the interviews as podcasts, later on. Check
the room for echoes and reverberations. Audio
clarity is important. We recommend that you double
record – i.e., record using two devices. If you’re
using Zoom, it records the audio, as well. Pravin
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uses external hardware (Zoom H1n or Zoom H6 unrelated to Zoom, the webinar platform!), where
the audio capture is superior. He always carries a
LoveHeyMic with him, so that he can record on his
mobile phone directly as a backup.
When you’re dealing with pros, you’ll know just by
looking at their setup.
5. Y
 our interview is as good as the research you do.
This is similar to preparing for a sales meeting or
for your annual appraisal! How well do you know
the speaker? What is the discussion flow going to
be? Remember, this is a discussion; so you need to
contribute to it, as well.
6. Create a checklist and use if for every discussion.
A bit of imperfection is ok; so, don’t fuss over it.
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3.2

INTERVIEWING
MODES IN A
VIRTUAL SUMMIT

You are organizing this virtual summit for a specific
audience to address their queries or provide additional
information on a topic.
There are several ways to plan the discussion with
the experts. You can mix and match, but play to your
strengths. Some interviewers can only work with a
specific script of questions. Others like to play around
and are open to unscripted conversations.
These are four discussion types you can play
around with:
1. Structured interview: You have a set of preprepared questions, which is shared with the
expert. You follow this pattern right through. You
need to ensure that the questions are interesting
enough and that there’s a good mix of questions
across the summit. Each interview shouldn’t look
like another’s clone!
2. U
 n-structured interview: In this, you just go with
the flow. You ask one question and let the expert
answer. Then, you pick up a thread and take that
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forward. It may seem to meander, but you can still
extract nuggets from such a discussion.
3. O
 mni-structured interview: This is structured and
unstructured, and is the recommended model. You
have a framework of questions/discussion points,
but enough scope to experiment within that. It also
appears a lot more natural.
4. C
 ase-study discussion: You could focus on the
expert’s recent book or talk, or business example
as a case study, and frame everything around that
one case.
Which mode are you comfortable with? Mix and match
modes.
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3.3

WHAT IS A PREPARATORY
CALL IN A VIRTUAL
SUMMIT?

Why do I need one? Can’t I go straight to the full
recording?
Yes, you can, but a preparatory call helps break the
ice, narrow down on the key topic and questions, and
test the connections and studio setup.
In other words, an introductory call sets the stage for
the full interview. 15 minutes will be ideal for such a call.
What should the agenda be?
1. You and the expert introduce each other.
2. Tell the expert about the summit, how it started, the
goal, the anticipated reach and the target audience.
3. Share with the expert, the list of other speakers
in the summit - those confirmed and those in the
pipeline.
4. Propose 2-3 topics for consideration and finalization.
This is based on the background research you’ve
already done. Is the focal point a book, a point raised
by them in a blog post or podcast, or something
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they have spoken at other conferences? It could
also be their next book or project.
5. Finalize the topic, the format of the interview
and the interviewing platform. Set a date and
time for the actual recording and get all the
contact details and images of the expert.
6. Takeaways for the delegates. Ask the expert for
free gifts or offers, if any (e.g. tip sheet, ebooks,
guides, etc.).
7. Recording checklist (please turn to the checklist
section for details).
8. Speaker Agreement and permissions (refer to the
sample Speaker Agreement).
9. A
 sk them to recommend other speakers for
your summit.
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3.4

WHY SCHEDULE
RECORDINGS BATCH-WISE?

Every single distraction throws you offtrack by 23
minutes. We can argue about the exact number, but
you will agree that it takes time to come back to the
core task after every distraction: somebody dropping
into your office for a quick chat, or a ding that draws
you into an email, chat or a social media connect.
It’s the same if you spread out your summit interviews
across many days. The process may seem never-ending!
Instead, use batch processing and club 3-4 interviews
together, once a week. You can budget one hour per
interview to accommodate the following: initial setup
test, discussing the flow, the actual discussion, time
for 1 or 2 re-shoots of specific answers and then,
discussing the next steps with each speaker.
One interview on the hour, every hour, for four hours.
For example, you earmark a Friday afternoon for
conducting a batch. This gives a week for your team,
internal or external, to work on the videos, subtitling,
audio podcasts and to get the videos ready.
This way of working is a lot more productive.
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3.5 THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW
It is just another conversation. Remember that! No
need to get tensed.
You’re speaking to another human being. And please,
please, please look into the camera when you speak.
Go through that checklist once more and run it by
your guest.
Structure the interview so that it is easy for you to
edit smaller portions that can be repurposed from the
overall shoot. After each question, pause for a couple
of seconds before moving to the next. This helps the
editing work.
Keep the speaker’s introduction short and direct the
viewers/listeners to go to the speaker’s website to
learn more. That way, the viewer does not need to
wait two minutes before jumping into the interview
section. After the introduction, it is best to highlight
the 2-3 key questions that will be addressed.
Go with the flow. I recommend that you shoot the entire
interview in one stretch, rather than breaking it up into
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parts. When things go wrong (and they will), you can
come back and record that portion alone, later.
Take notes actively and summarise your key learnings
at the end. Close the interview by saying thanks.
After the interview
Keep the recording on, and formally ask for the
speaker’s permission to use the video and its contents
across all channels for distribution. This is mandatory!
Also, ask them for their assistance in promoting the
summit. They can send a 30-second promo about
their talk and topic. They can send you images that
you can use to create social media posters for them to
share. If they have specific giveaways, ask for details
about these and the links that you can embed into the
videos, blog posts and promos.
You’re all set to start your interviews. Rock on!
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3.6

PANEL INTERVIEWS IN
VIRTUAL SUMMIT

Panel discussions is another facet to be explored in a
summit. These discussions bring together the experts
in your niche into a group to share and build upon
each other’s experience under a single roof.
1. Decide the length of your panel discussions based
on your summit videos.
2. Have one or two panel discussions in your summit
3. Having 4 to 6 speakers in a panel will be a sweet spot
4. Conclude the panel interviews with brisk questions
and ask your attendees to post answers to the
questions in social media.
Role of a Moderator:
1. The Moderator should be an individual who is trained
and experienced in the interviewing techniques/
approach to be used in the interview sticking to the
niche
2. This person should be skilled in interviewing. We
suggest the host of the summit to play the moderator
role to avoid confusions and rotating questions.
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3.  Keep the audience centre & help them connect the
dots.
4. H
 elp them connect the Q&A to their business and to
the rest of the discussion.
Role of a Panel Speaker:
1. Understand the audience and your role in the panel.
2. 
Each panel speaker should keep in mind the
structure and theme of the session
3. Speak directly to other panelists and your listeners.
4. 
No single panel member should dominate the
discussion.
5. Each panel member should observe, record, and
evaluate the candidate individually with respect to
the requirements of the position.
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TECH TALK

4
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4.1

DOES MY SUMMIT NEED
A SEPARATE WEBSITE?

Go back to your WHY. Why are you doing this summit?
The goal of your virtual summit’s website is simple:
To provide the necessary information to the right
viewer: speakers and your target audience.
To enable a smooth signup for your summit - direct, or
through a payment gateway.
To deliver the summit videos and content in the best
manner possible.
The question to answer is: is this going to be a
standalone summit or one that is integrated with your
personal or business website?
Go standalone if:
you’ve planned to build your tribe/superfans.
you plan to hold further editions of your summit every year.
If the summit is being held to promote your business
or personal brand, integrate it with your business or
personal website, as the case may be.
You can go for both, too. Just make sure the pointers
and connecting links from the summit website to your
other website work smoothly.
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4.2

THE WEBSITE: IN
DETAIL

This may seem basic, but the devil lies in the details. You
miss the details, and the devil comes out to bite you.
Include a clear call to action (CTA) between
sections.
1. Home/registration page:
1.1 Title
1.2 The WHY of the summit
1.3 Dates
1.4 A short trailer video about the summit
1.5 About the summit in a paragraph
1.6 CTA: register/sign up now!
1.7 How the summit works
2. Speakers section
2.1 List of speakers
2.2 Name, title and social media connections
2.3 The topic of each speaker
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3. Summit schedule
3.1 W
 hat’s the schedule? Provide a clear outline
with dates and the timing of each session, so
that people can mark their calendar.
3.2 C
 ollate topics according to categories, if you
have any.
3.3 Details of the sessions (Day 1 or Day 2 or Day 3).
4. About the host
5. Partners for the summit (including sponsors)
6. Your FREE goodies to download, if any
7. Some FAQs, with the CTA
A THANK YOU PAGE :
1. Explain how to access sessions
2. CTA to upgrade to the all-access-pass
3. Bonuses in the all-access-pass
3.1 Free lifetime access to all the videos
3.2 “Key learnings” e-book download
3.3 Audio downloads
3.4 Membership offers, if any
3.5 Templates, swipe file and additional resources
4. Testimonials, if you have any
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Some of the websites you can use for reference:
Global Referral Summitwww.globalreferralsummit.com
Online Diversity Summitwww.onlinediversitysummit.com
Publisherspeakwww.publisherspeak.com
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4.3

WHAT ABOUT
VIDEO RECORDING?

We love the Zoom software for recording our
interviews with speakers. It’s incredibly simple to
use, and it has a basic, free version to try.
There’s an annual subscription with cloud storage,
where you can host the recorded videos. You can
easily download the videos and share them through
Google Drive with your video editor.
Keep it simple and don’t overcomplicate the tech!
You can also record your audio and video calls
through Skype. Skype allows “one touch recording”.
The recording remains on the Skype cloud drive
for 30 days. Also, you can save it as an MP4 file to
access later or share the recording with your video
editor.
Whichever software you choose, you need to learn
the nuances. You need to practise handling it on
your own!
Practise, practise, practise!
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4.4 THE VIDEO PLATFORM

(WHERE SHOULD I HOST MY VIDEOS?)

You may have to set differential access levels for
your content. This depends on the type of summit
you are organizing, and what you plan to do with the
video content after the summit. You have to ensure
that content is available only to those who’ve paid
or signed up for the summit.
There are many options for a video platform, but a
popular choice is Vimeo.
YouTube is good, if you want to throw the content
open to a wider audience at a later date. However,
unless you have a premium account, the deluge of
advertisements will be an irritant to your viewers.
Vimeo is a good option for you to host your summit
videos on. There is an annual subscription, but you
have total control over who has access and for what
duration.
We recommend a simple portfolio-type hosting on
Vimeo, rather than embedding them in websites.
Though YouTube is ‘free’ for hosting videos, Vimeo
offers an advantage: it allows you to easily restrict
the privacy of the videos so that people can watch
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them only on your summit website. Also, you get
access to some cool stats to help you improve your
summit in future.
Once you’ve uploaded the videos on Vimeo, all
you need to do is choose the right privacy settings
(domain level privacy) and grab the link to embed it
onto your summit pages or create a portfolio page.
Your portfolio will look like this (you can personalize
your appearance using different layouts:

GRS Portfolio
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International Speakers Summit Portfolio
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4.5 EDITING
After recording a new interview, we need to upload
the file to a shared drive, like a Google Drive folder.
This provides easy access to your editor or team.
You will need to keep a backup of the original file in
a hard drive, as problems may crop up!
When the interview is still fresh in your mind, note
down the sections where an edit is required. Block
15 minutes immediately following the interview to
note down the highlights of/key takeaways from the
discussion - points where editing is required. All
these comments need to be in the note that will be
sent to the editor.
Aspects to be covered in editing the video:
• 2
 D animated intro and outro cards,
with copyright-free music.
• V
 ideo 01 completed with cuts.
• E
 diting based on timestamp note.
• F
 ixing colour & exposure.
• Addition of graphics.
• Audio mastering.
• S
 ubtitles (optional).
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4.5.1

WHAT SHOULD BE
READY BEFORE
EDITING BEGINS?

You need to have the following ready:
Intros: This is the video and audio bit that is
standard across your summit. The intros roll the
drumbeat and your audience into each video. This
part introduces the speaker as well, on a slide. You
will be doing the actual introduction in the video.
Outros: The closing bit of each video. This will have
contact details and giveaways w.r.t each speaker.
It will also have information about you and your
company, and specific call to actions you may want
to include.
Thumbnail: This is an image you use to represent
your virtual summit.
Transcript generation: The first step is to use a
platform like Otter.ai and get the first cut done. Then,
a manual editor needs to go through the video and
audio to ensure that the transcript is perfect. This
output is then used to add subtitles to the videos.
At this stage, specific marks are made for the editor
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for editing the video and removing bloopers. Also,
instructions are given for the snippet-edits.
Subtitling: There are a host of software options
for you, when it comes to subtitling. All of them,
however, need manual intervention to clean up the
automatically generated transcript. (Please refer
4.5.2 for information on tools)
Video snippets: A 30-minute interview, when
planned and executed correctly, can be edited into
meaningful mini video snippets.
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4.5.2

WHAT ARE SOME OF
THE EDITING TOOLS
I CAN USE?

Adobe Premiere Pro
Adobe Premiere works both online and offline.
Since most of the recordings exceed 1GB in size,
Adobe is easy to work with. It has a large number
of collections of Transitions, Text and Audio. We
are able to crop the video and change the position
of subtitles. Subtitling is easy, as it allows you to
upload SRT files. You can customise the fonts of
the subtitles however you want.
However, Adobe Premiere is quite expensive for
beginners, and it requires expertise to edit the
videos.
Clip Champ
Clip champ is very easy for beginners to start with.
Adding subtitles to the videos is very easy compared
with all the other apps. Also, this software supports
different transition effects, which makes the video
interesting. You can personalize the video effects
and the subtitle fonts however you want.
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As this is an online app, the video quality gets
compressed most of the time. Uploading the SRT
files is not possible.
Cyberlink Power Director
Cyberlink Power Director works online and offline.
We can crop the video and change the subtitle
position easily and we can also upload SRT files.
It provides the options to personalise the subtitles
and call to action texts. It has a motion tracker inbuilt to enhance the quality of the videos.
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4.5.3

TRANSCRIPT
CHECKLIST

PURPOSE:
1. R
 eview the video and audio for flow and quality.
If there is an issue, you need to mention the
exact timestamp for the editor to know where to
edit and for how long. Therefore, the start and
end timestamp is necessary.
2. Audio quality
3. Video quality
4. D
 oes the video have a TAKE 1, TAKE 2, etc.
If so, the latest final take start time has to be
mentioned.
5. A
 re there additional questions recorded after the
formal thank you?
5.1 I f yes, then that question and response need
to be edited into a specific section.
5.2 If yes, NOTE IT DOWN and escalate to the
content writer
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TRANSCRIBE VERBATIM:
1. If something is not clear, then you mention the
timestamp for escalation. MARK THIS IN BOLD
AND YELLOW HIGHLIGHT.
2. R
 EAD AGAIN after you transcribe
3. U
 se Grammarly on your system
4. H
 ighlight key takeaways after you complete the
grammar check. HIGHLIGHT and MARK IN
BLUE HIGHLIGHT.
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4.6

WHY IS A CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
(CRM) SOFTWARE IMPORTANT?

Google Sheets/Excel is good if you are not familiar
with CRMs. Google Sheets is free to use and requires
manual entries to keep track of the activities.
If you have planned drip campaigns and have a
specific budget allocated for CRM systems, go for
Salesforce. With its simple visual “drag and drop”
builder and flow editor, you can plan different tracked
drip campaigns more effectively with Salesforce
than with HubSpot.
Zoho CRM is another software that makes your VIP
pass-selling both smart and fun. With the help of
features like real-time visitor alerts, lead prediction
and gamification, you can plan your drip campaigns
with a clear vision rather than waste time chasing
the wrong audience.
HubSpot CRM is another effective and easy-tointegrate tool which suits all types of Sales and
Marketing services. HubSpot is unique in its focus
on inbound and content marketing. Drip campaigns
can be effectively planned using its content
marketing strategy templates. However, HubSpot is
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a little expensive to consider while launching your
first virtual summit.
Parameters to have in the CRM framework:
1. Name
2. Organization
3. Email id
4. Contact number (optional)
5. Date on which the last email was sent
6. C
 ontact stage (Prospect, free pass subscriber,
VIP pass subscriber)
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4.7 THE EMAIL SYSTEM
Once people sign up for your summit on your landing
page, you need some form of email marketing
automation.
Various tools can help you achieve this. Since the
prime method of communication with the tribe is
through email, it is recommended that you have a
good emailing tool in place.
Sendy is a good option if you want to reach a
wider audience, with in-built tracking tools through
Amazon SES. This makes it possible for you to send
authenticated bulk emails at an insanely low price
without sacrificing deliverability.
Email Octopus provides a variety of newsletter
templates to edit. Alternatively, you can start from
scratch, using the drag-and-drop editor. You can
monitor every bounce, click and “unsubscribe” on
the dashboard. You can also generate rich reports
on all your email campaigns to make it easy to keep
track of what’s working and what isn’t.
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4.8

DO I NEED A PAYMENT
GATEWAY?

If people are going to buy your all-access pass, you’ll
need to set up something to process payments and
give them lifetime access to the sessions and bonuses.
PayTM is a popular option to facilitate payments with
flexible, one-click payment and tracking options.
For processing payments, we recommend Razorpay
because of its ability to handle credit card and debit
card payments.
There are plenty of other payment options like PayPal
and other payment gateways, which integrate with
almost all major email service providers.
Process of Integration (For Wordpress sites)
• T
 o start with, sign up on the website of Razorpay or
your preferred payment gateway with your email
id and select the particulars of your business.
Next, activate your account by providing the
necessary business proof.
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Online Diversity Summit payment gateway

• You now have access to the Razorpay dashboard.
• N
 ow, head over to your website and install the
plugin of your payment gateway.
• G
 o back to the Razorpay dashboard and find the
API key ID under “Settings”.
• C
 opy the key and paste it in your plugin under
“Payments”.
You are now live!
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4.9

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO
AUTOMATE MY INTERVIEW
SCHEDULING?

It is necessary to include a call to action in your guest
invite email. Adding your Calendly link will help your
guests schedule it easily so that you never miss an
interview, regardless of time-zones.
Calendly integrates well with Google Calendar, and
allows you to identify and easily book a slot that
suits you and the guest.
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OUTREACH

5
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5.1

MY 10 FANS

It’s a common desire to go big and bring in a few
thousand delegates for a virtual summit.
But why?
Go back to your objective - that you set at the
beginning of this entire exercise.
Why are you conducting this virtual summit?
What you need to do is enlist 10 fans first.
A hat tip to Kevin Kelly and his “1000 True Fans”
article. We are fans of this thought and subscribe
to it completely.
Start with 10!
You create a shortlist and personally invite these
people. They know you and you know them.
This first set will be your base for further additions
through word-of-mouth. Some of these 10 will be
vocal about the summit and spread the message
among their following.
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Slowly increase the number of fans through personal
invitations.
Provide them additional information and ask them
for their feedback and comments. Request them for
early reviews of some of the videos you know they’ll
be interested in.
Can you steadily expand your fan list? This summit
is all about adding value and building trust.
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5.2

COLLATERALS

Here’s a long list of collaterals. You can add elements
and modify this as per your summit’s requirement.
Email Templates
For speakers
1. S
 peaker invitation email
2. Introductory call scheduler
3. S
 peaker registration
4. Actual interview schedule email
Partners
1. P
 artner invitation email
2. P
 artner discussion call email
3. P
 artner registration email
For the tribe/audience
1. P
 re-summit email sequence
2. A welcome email, when they sign-up
3. S
 ummit speakers announcement
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4. P
 artner(s) announcement
5. S
 ummit day emails
6. Announce sponsors or other associations (if
you have any)
7. R
 eminder emails
8. C
 reate

speaker

calendar

for

each

day

Email sequence post-summit
1. S
 peaker gifts or newsletters
2. F
 eedback survey to find out the effectiveness
of the summit
3. P
 ost-summit webinar announcement
E-books
1. C
 ollection of transcripts
2. K
 ey learnings from the summit - (Attach cover
book image of GRS and ODS ebooks)
Videos
1. 3
 0-second promotional videos
2. 1
 -minute video snippets
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Brochures
1. P
 romotional signup posts (with a call to action)
2. S
 peaker announcement posts
3. P
 artner announcement posts
4. G
 raphic posts with keywords and punchlines
5. Images for Facebook ads
Audiograms
1. C
 reate audio snippets from your videos and
post them on social media
2. U
 se Headliner app to create audiograms/audio
snippets
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5.3

THE SOCIAL MEDIA
CAMPAIGN FOR
THE SUMMIT

Set the goals of the campaign
• S
 ummit awareness - a campaign focused on
website visits
• Increasing traffic to your summit website
• G
 enerating new leads (summit registrations)
Choosing your focus and dominating in a
particular space will make your promotion stand
out. Create a content calendar for the social
media posts, and schedule them accordingly.
Feature your summit on blogs, podcasts, YouTube
channels and other publications in your niche.
You should start promoting your summit yourself,
around 3-4 weeks before the dates on which it is
to be held. You could do things like emailing your
current audience, starting paid advertising, posting
on social media, publishing guest posts or podcasts,
and being active in online communities.
About 2 weeks before the event, your partners and
speakers can start promoting it, too. This way, you
are able to start building up momentum first, while
your partners and speakers also get enough time
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to promote the event. A good way to increase the
promotion done by your speakers and partners is to
make it super easy for them. Create the content on
their behalf and provide them the following:
• E
 mail copies
• G
 raphic posts with call to action
• 3
 0-second promotional videos for posting on their
social media handles
When people think of paid advertising, they tend
to think of Facebook ads and Google Adwords
straight away. But there are many more options
for paid advertising. You can run ads on YouTube,
Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter, LinkedIn and other
platforms. Once again, think about your target
audience and allocate your budget accordingly.
Some metrics to measure:
• B
 udget for the ad
• C
 ost per lead
• Total number of leads
• Total number of impressions
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5.4 TARGETING TRIBES
For the theme you have chosen for your summit,
who are the influencers in the marketplace?
What micro tribes have they already built?
We’re not talking about a large number of followers,
but about the engagement and existence of a
healthy micro-tribe influencer!
You should extend exclusive offers to the followers
of these influencers. These should be value-adds
being provided by you, through the influencers!
This activity extends beyond the dates of the summit,
since a larger audience will keep consuming the
micro-videos, snippets, blog-books, etc. that you
will definitely produce.
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5.5 OUTLIER IDEAS
Here are a few wacky ideas for reaching out to your
targeted audience.
Sometimes it’s necessary to get a buzz in and to cut
through the noise. This is something you ought to be
comfortable with. Your ideas should be in line with
the profile of your target audience.
Here are some suggestions:
Memes to promote your summit. Good humour
always works. However, ensure that your memes
cannot be interpreted as being insensitive, tasteless
or offensive in any way by your target audience.
• A
 tweet storm around a particular topic linked to
your summit.
• A video collage of all the speakers.
• A song and dance routine.
• A digital game or quiz about your summit.
GO WILD. BE BOLD.
ADD VALUE. BUILD TRUST.
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5.6 CARROTS
Carrots for an online summit
1. F
 REE pass
2. All-access pass (paid access)
What does a FREE pass typically include?
1. A
 ccess to view the summit recordings for a
limited period (say, 72 hours).
2. O
 fferings from the speakers (like checklists,
guides, tools, etc.).
3. E
 arly sign-up option for upcoming workshops,
masterclasses, etc.
What does an all-access pass include?
1. T
 he video recordings of all the sessions can be
downloaded.
2. A
 udio recordings of the sessions can be heard
as podcasts.
3. O
 fferings from the speakers (like checklists,
guides, tools, etc.).
4. “Key learnings” ebook from the sessions.
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• C
 oupon codes for buying the host’s book or
registering for their forthcoming workshops.
• Transcripts of the videos (optional).
How much can I charge for an all-access pass?
Charge based on the value you offer.
It is not about the 20-30 minutes session; it is about
the amount of time you spent in putting together the
whole summit.
We have worked out a simple formula to help
you arrive at the price of your all-access pass:
(Hours you spent creating the summit + cost of the
number of resources) / Expected number of allaccess passes that will be sold = What you ought to
charge for the all-access pass
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SUMMIT DAY

6
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6.1 WHAT TO DO?
Major steps to consider while launching your
summit:
• C
 heck in on your speakers and advertising.
• S
 chedule your social media posts.
• W
 rite and schedule your daily emails.
• S
 end reminders to those on your email list.
How should my email look like every day of the
summit?
Write and schedule your daily email broadcasts that
will be sent to those who are attending the summit.
Here’s an example of the first email that the Global
Referral Summit team sent to the attendees:
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Subject line: The Global Referral Summit starts
today

Hello XYZ,

The day has finally come! Today, we kick things
off with our Referral Rockstars.
Link: www.day1.globalreferralsummit.com
The Global Referral Summit brings together
global experts talking on specific topics.
The summit has been organized to create
awareness for the Jeevan Stem Cell Foundation,
a not-for-profit organization.
Each scheduled session will be available to
stream for free on the website for a limited
number of hours. Get your donor pass, and get
access to all the videos. Download the videos
and learn whenever and wherever you want.
(Minimum donation amount- INR 1000 or USD
20. DONATE HERE)
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Topics and speakers you will watch today:
• The Five Elements of Value that make you
referable | Bob Burg
• G
 enerate business referrals without asking |
Stacey Brown Randall
• H
 ow do you follow up from meetings? |
Ivan Misner
• M
 y experiences with Referral Marketing in
my entrepreneurial ventures | Jayanthra
• N
 umber of contacts vs. Sales: Figure out
your RATIO | Meredith Elliot Powell
• G
 et your ego out of the way! | Sid Walker
• S
ocial Media Espionage: How to build
relationships that produce referrals |
Matt Ward
• H
 ow to get into relationships quickly |
Lindsay Adams
• H
 ow to build a community of referrers |
Michael Griffiths
• How to build a brand which generates wordof-mouth | Chris Kent
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Note: The videos will expire on 15th April 2019.
If you have any queries, please feel free to
contact us at pravin@krux108.com or visit
www.globalreferralsummit.com
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6.2 EMAILING FREQUENCY
At what frequency should you send reminder emails?
During the first week of the month prior to the
summit: Send an email announcement about your
summit to your entire email subscriber list and
partners. Follow through with value-add snippets
at least once a week. Aim for value addition and
engagement.
The day before the summit begins: Send an
email letting your list know that the summit starts
tomorrow.
Day of the summit: Send an email highlighting
your kick-off speech and letting them know that the
summit has begun.
Two days after the summit starts: Send an invite
again, for your subscribers to view the sessions.
How to schedule social media posts for the
launch?
Create all the social media posts that you need to
cover the summit days using Canva or other tools,
and schedule them using Hootsuite or Zoho Social.
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Manage all your social media handles using a single
dashboard. The system’s user interface takes the
form of a dashboard and supports social network
integrations. You can manage scheduling, content
curation, integrations and analytics, and promote
across all your social media handles using a single
dashboard. It enables you to monitor what people
are saying about your brand, and helps you respond
instantly.
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6.3 FOLLOW THROUGH
Your summit is over! Now it’s time to follow-up
and streamline its completion. There are a few key
things to do before considering the summit closed.
Make sure all purchases are delivered from the
summit.
Make sure you’ve scheduled the dispatch of all the
goodies from the speakers to the delegates.
Send handwritten “thank you” notes to each of
your speakers. Introduce a personal touch into
them: mention where the interview went well and
highlight some of the key moments.
Have a review meeting with your team about what
went well in the summit and what should be improved.
Organize your notes into documents, as templates
or checklists to follow next year.
Continue to promote your summit contents. See
what content you can pull from the interviews in
order to keep promoting your brand. Repurpose all
the content generated from the summit.
Finally, relax!
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WRAP UP!

7
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7.1

THANKING ALL THE
STAKEHOLDERS

Personally thank all the sponsors and partners who
supported and promoted your summit!
If possible, send all of them a handwritten note.
Follow-up with your all-access pass buyers and
make sure that they get their login information.
This is one of the very first things you should do,
and is crucial.
Some of the additional things you can do to
satisfy your attendees are:
1. Run a feedback survey
2. R
 un a Q & A session or a webinar for the allaccess pass members. This should help them
implement the strategies learnt at the summit in
their business.
3. H
 elp the all-access pass members set up a oneon-one appointment with you, if needed.
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7.2

REPURPOSING THE
SUMMIT VIDEOS

So, you’ve completed the summit, and have loads of
content and contacts. The need now is to repurpose
that content and distribute it to your followers - old
and new.
The summit was for a specific audience. Is there a
wider audience available for the content bits that
you can churn out? Yes, there is.
In what ways can you repurpose a video? Well, we
have written an entire book on this! It’s called Story
Retelling Cookbook. The gist of that book is given
below. Use this to fill up your social media content
calendar after your virtual summit.
1. M
 ini videos on each speaker: e.g. one question,
one answer.
2. M
 ini audio-casts.
3. T
 he full transcription of each interview/discussion
to be shared as a blog post.
4. T
 he blog post can also take the shape of a
talk-book. Check out samples at www.katha108.com.
5. M
 ini blog posts.
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6. Instagram video snippets (less than 60 second
punchlines).
7. T
 weetable tweets: You will generate loads of
them.
8. Infographics.
9. C
 onnect the dots across interviews and make a
presentation. Share it widely.
Increase your reach, one value-add at a time!
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7.3 DRIP COMMUNICATION
Sending a drip campaign for a virtual summit to
attendees is a great way to keep the engagement
on. The purpose of the campaign is to add value
and build trust.
A drip campaign is a planned set of automated
emails that go out based on specific timelines or user
actions. It helps you plan continuous communication
to nurture the relationship.
Planning a drip campaign for a virtual summit is
easy once you create content that nurtures every
stage of a typical relationship funnel:
EARLY (EDUCATION/AWARENESS)
• Answers about the virtual summit, speakers,
downloadable

resources,

previous

events,

testimonials.
MIDDLE (EVALUATION/DATA)
• Q&A, sample videos, gallery, case study,
informational videos.
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SUMMIT AND POST-SUMMIT
This constant communication is key to build a
stronger relationship with your audience.
• S
 ummit summary notes, “Key learnings” ebook.
• F
 ree consultations, referral offers, registration
details, event invites.
• Video snippets, book references, giveaways from
the speakers.
• Informational content relevant to the summit and
the audience.
PLAN OF ACTION
Here is how to run a drip campaign for a virtual
summit in 8 steps on any channel:
• Step 1: Decide the purpose of the drip campaign.
Is it intended to welcome registrations, nurture
participants, recapture abandoned registrations?
• 
Step 2: Identify who the audience is for the
campaign.
• Step 3: Select the communication channel for
the drip campaign — email, chat messaging like
Facebook Messenger or WhatsApp, SMS.
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• Step 4: Make sure you connect the marketing
automation platform for the campaigns to the
audience data source.
• S
 tep 5: Plan the campaign messaging.
• Step 6: Set up the messages, including the rules
for triggers, audience segmentation and timing.
• S
 tep 7: Start the drip marketing campaign.
• Step 8: Review campaign performance, looking at
metrics like open rate and engagement rate, and to
what extent the campaign is achieving its purpose.
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7.4

EXAMPLES OF OTHER
VIRTUAL SUMMITS

Online Diversity Summit
Viji has a solid business in the “prevention of sexual
harassment” (POSH) world but wanted to pivot
the focus to her Diversity and Inclusion programs.
Though she was skeptical initially, she went for
it. Ultimately, she grew her email list by close to
1000 subscribers and generated sales through this
summit.
Now, Viji is coming up with a book on Diversity
and Inclusion with the contents generated from the
summit.
Learn more about the
onlinediversitysummit.com

summit

at

www.

Global Referral Summit (GRS)
June 2018: As a professional speaker, Pravin Shekar
was delivering talks on Outlier Marketing, Referrals
and Word-of-mouth strategies. Pravin wanted to
learn more and share the knowledge with his tribe.
Hence, he contacted leading global experts in the
area of referral marketing and organized a summit.
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After conducting GRS, Pravin launched an e-book
comprising the key learnings from the summit, to
show gratitude to the speakers and the all-access
members.
Now, he has a content calendar ready for his
company Krux108 for the next 52 weeks. The
calendar focusses on repurposing and disseminating
the content generated from the GRS interviews.
Learn more about GRS at
www.globalreferralsummit.com
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WHAT NEXT?

8
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8

WHAT’S NEXT?

So, you’ve hosted a successful summit.
What next?
• Take the team out for a party.
• M
 easure the performance of the summit against
its objectives.
• W
 rite down what worked and what didn’t.
• Plan for Part 2 (the next edition) of this summit or
• P
 lan for a brand-new summit! Virtual summits
must be a significant part of your marketing
armory.
• K
 EEP ADDING VALUE AND BUILDING TRUST.
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TEMPLATES/
CHECKLISTS YOU
WILL NEED

9
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9

TEMPLATESCHECKLISTS
YOU WILL NEED

Keep these checklists handy and tick off items
against them to ensure that you’ve got everything
ready for your summit at the right stage.
Write to us if you need any of these checklists. Mail
pravin@krux108.com .
For the website
• “ Website live” checklist
• C
 hatbot signup checklist
• S
 ignup automation checklist
• P
 ayment gateway and processing checklist
Speaker checklists
• S
 peaker registration checklist
• S
 peaker promotion emails
• S
 peaker Agreement
Recording Studio Checklist
• L
 aptop with web camera
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• A
 clear backdrop (you can use promotional logos
of your company and those of your partners/
sponsors on the backdrop)
• F
 ocus lights to enhance image quality
• Z
 oom screen recording to record the discussion
• E
 xternal audio recorder (Zoom handy recorders
are good)
• R
 ecording checklists (sample attached)
• E
 diting checklists (Sample attached)
• Transcription checklists (Sample attached)
Email Templates
• F
 or speakers
• S
 peaker invitation email
• Introductory call scheduler
• Actual interview schedule email
For partners
• P
 artner invitation email
• P
 artner discussion call email
• P
 artner registration email
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For the tribe
• P
 re-summit email sequence
• A welcome email, when they sign-up
• S
 ummit speaker announcement
• P
 artner announcement
• S
 ummit day emails
• A
 nnounce sponsors and other associations (if
you have any)
• R
 eminder emails
• C
 reate speaker calendar for each day
• Email

sequence, post-summit
i To send speaker gifts or newsletters
ii S
 urvey to find out the effectiveness of the summit
ii P
 ost-summit webinar announcement
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We wish you all the very best in your journey of
virtual summits.
This book contains all the essential information
you’ll need to conceptualise and organize a powerpacked virtual summit.
A few templates and formats have been included in
this book for your benefit.
Please visit www.krux108.com/
virtualsummitplaybook and download.
For more information and to share your feedback,
please write to us at pravin@krux108.com or visit
our website www.krux108.com
Also watch our micro-videos on virtual summits on our
YouTube page: http://tiny.cc/VirtualSummitVideos
Thanks again,

Pravin and KP
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LOOK OUT
FOR
THE BOOKS
IN PIPELINE
From Krux108
SuperStars Matchbook:
A book to promote skilling and
employment of people with disabilities
Buyer Persona Knowbook:
Grow your business by knowing
whom to work with
Story Retelling Cookbook:
Content repurposing to increase your reach
Marketing lessons from Mythology:
The Ghatotkacha Game: Drawing parallels
Decision Making Guidebook:
A simplified way for business
leaders to take decisions.
The Micro Marketer:
How to convert ideas into solutions!
Follow us on
Linkedin for further updates.
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